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How to thread an old singer sewing machine for beginners

At the Sewing Machine Club we’re huge fans of older sewing machines, so in this post, we’ll take a look at how to thread an older Singer sewing machine. How to thread an older Singer sewing machine: step by step First off, it is useful to understand that all sewing machines are essentially the same. Thread goes from a spool on the spool holder,
across through a series of tensioning springs and hooks, and finally through the eye of the needle. On the other side, you will need a wound-up bobbin and pull thread from the spring inside the bobbin case just slightly out so both threads can catch one another during the stitch. This may sound a little complicated but it really isn’t. Here’s a quick
diagram and explanation, and I’ll also point you to an excellent and informative video(and I highly recommend you subscribe to the creator’s channel if you’re into vintage sewing machines like I am!). This diagram can seem a little overwhelming especially since it’s a bit of a cross section as well, but the critical parts to know for threading are: Spool
pin Thread guide Tension disc Tension spring Thread take-up lever Thread guide at the front of the machine Here’s what you need to do: Step 1: Place the spool on to the spool pin. Step 2: Turn the balance wheel until the needle assembly comes to the middle or near the top of as far as it can go. This will make it easier to ultimately thread the needle.
Step 3: Pull the thread from the spool and run in through the hole/hook on the thread guide that is on top of the machine, on the side closer to the wheel. Step 4: Pull the thread downwards from the thread guide and roll in around the tensioner once, and then through the tensioner spring. Step 5: From the spring, run in under, not through the thread
take-up lever until you reach the second thread guide. Run it through the thread guide and pull down towards the needle. Step 6: Finally, run the thread through the eye of the needle. To make sure you’ve done this correctly, you can manually turn the wheel to slowly move the needle down and see if it catches the bobbin thread and makes a proper
stitch. For making life easier, pull a little extra thread from the needle and the bobbin. This will give you a little more leeway to work with and you can always cut the excess thread later. Related Singer Model 15 review Antique Singer Sewing Machines How to wind a bobbin on an old Singer If you’ve looked at some of the other sewing machine
reviews on this site you’ll know that newer sewing machines have automatic bobbin winding mechanisms. Older machines did not have this feature, but it’s really easy to wind a bobbin yourself. Start with a spool of thread on the spool pin. Remove the bobbin from the machine and start winding the thread from the spool a couple of times around the
bobbin until it becomes taut. Now you can insert a pen or something similar through the center of the bobbin and start spinning it to quickly wrap thread around the bobbin. Once the bobbin is sufficiently wound, place it in the bobbin case and pull the thread out through the guide. Learn how to thread a singer sewing machine for absolute beginners
in this easy to follow tutorial. If you have any questions, I'm here to help. Let's kick off this learn to sew series with how to thread a sewing machine. Some of these links may be affiliate links. You can read my full disclosure HERE. How to set up a singer sewing machine Look through your sewing machine manual. Become familiar with where things
are for easy reference. Your sewing machine instruction book should have a picture guide of how your machine is supposed to be threaded. It's good to look this over as not all sewing machines are exactly the same. It's a good idea when sewing to keep your machine instruction book close by for troubleshooting and referencing if needed. What is the
best thread for a singer sewing machine? When it comes to choosing a thread, buy a brand that has colors you need for your project. There are certain brands of thread that I have like more than others. I could do an entire post just on thread. But for now, I'm going to list off a few brands that I use that have worked well with this particular singer
sewing machine. Aurafil Thread (my all time favorite thread) Select the thread you will be using for your sewing project. Be sure that it is a standard sewing thread and not a "heavy-duty" style thread. Heavy-duty threads will require a different-sized needle for your machine and will also require some tension adjustments. Most thread that is a heavier
weight thread will say "heavy duty" or something similar on the spool. Some basic sewing machine threads are Gutermann, Coats and Clark, Sewology, as well as Aurafil- to name a few.Aurafil is my personal favorite thread to use for most sewing projects, however, use what's best for you and fits into your budget. How To Thread A Singer Sewing
Machine Video Learn To Sew Series: Lesson number 1 How to thread a sewing machine Singer sewing machine bobbin threading So before we can thread our entire sewing machine, it's easiest to begin by winding or "threading" the bobbin first. Bobbin winding on this machine is clearly indicated by pictures. Some machines aren't marked. After you
have chosen the thread you want for your sewing project, place the spool on your spool pin. Following the guide on your machine, wrap your thread around the bobbin thread guide. Next, thread your bobbin with your thread. To do this, start with your thread at the center of the bobbin, and thread up through the small hole that's on the top of your
bobbin. This is what the bobbin should look like once it's been threaded. Now that you have threaded the bobbin, it's time to place the bobbin on the bobbin winding pin. The pin should be to the left BEFORE you place the bobbin on it. This position is disengaged. You'll engage it (push it to the right) once the bobbin is secured on the pin. Place the
bobbin on the bobbin pin. It should "snap" into place. Engage the bobbin winding function To engage the bobbin winding function of your sewing machine, push the bobbin on the pin to the right. Again, you should hear it "snap" into place. You will know that the bobbin winder is engaged when you press on the foot pedal. NOTE: The bobbin winder
should start winding, and the sewing function on the sewing machine shouldn't be working (the needle won't be going up and down). This is a safety feature of most modern home sewing machines. Slowly press the foot pedal while holding slight tension on the thread coming out of the top of your bobbin. This will keep the thread from accidentally
becoming tangled under the bobbin while trying to wind it. Bobbin is pushed to the right in the "winding" ready position. Once you have wound the thread around the bobbin a few times, stop and trim the thread. Now you can continue winding your bobbin. Once your bobbin is almost full (don't over-wind), dis-engage the bobbin winder by pushing it
back to the left. Clip the thread. You have now finished winding your bobbin and we can begin threading the upper part of the sewing machine. How to thread a singer sewing machine for beginners step-by-step Before we begin threading the upper part of our sewing machine, I want to point out a couple things you may have questions about. What's
the difference between the horizontal spool pin and the vertical spool pin on my sewing machine? Either style of spool pin will work for sewing on a home sewing machine. It's good to know however that some sewing machines will have one style or the other, sometimes both (as in the case with the machine I'll be demonstrating on). Why does my
singer sewing machine have two spool pins? Great question! Some machines come with both a horizontal spool pin as well as a vertical spool pin because this will enable you to be able to wind a bobbin without having to pull the thread out of your machine. If of course you have two spools of the same thread:) One spool will stay threaded through your
machine, and the other (usually the vertical spool pin) will be used when extra bobbins need winding. The feature of two spool pins also allows for dual needle or "twin needle" sewing. Which we will cover in another lesson. If you are using a horizontal spool pin, you'll want to make sure that you place a spool pin or spool cap on the end of the spool
pin to keep your thread from coming off while sewing. Either style of cap will work to keep your spool of thread in place. This is how your thread should look when its placed correctly on the HORIZONTAL spool pin. Notice the cap on the end to secure the spool of thread. Singer sewing machine threading instructions This tutorial is demonstrating
how to thread a newer singer sewing machine. If you are looking for tutorials on how to thread an old singer sewing machine, check YouTube. That is a great resource for all makes and models of older Singer sewing machines. Place thread on spool pin Place your spool of thread on your spool pin. You will not need a spool cap. Thread on VERTICAL
spool cap. Look for the number guide on your sewing machine. Some machines will have this guide more visible than others. Find the number 1 and pass your thread through the guide or pull the thread into the guide through the slit on the back. Thread into the first thread guide on the singer sewing machine. Marked by a number 1 and an arrow.
Singer sewing machine thread guide Find the number 2 on your machine and pass your thread around that guide. You'll notice that next to the numbers on your machine you'll see a series of arrows. The arrows are showing you which way the thread should be traveling on your machine. Thread guide Usually, by step number 3, your thread should be
going down a channel that passes from the top to the front of your machine. Continue to follow the arrows. Threading around the tension knob As the arrow on the from of the sewing machine indicates, pass the thread around and work your way back up again. Threading the take-up lever Hand wheel (right) uptake lever on the left. Turning the hand
wheel causes the take-up lever to move up and down. After you've passed the thread back up the channel in step 4, it's now time to hook your thread on the uptake lever of your sewing machine. If you don't immediately see the uptake lever, don't panic! Your machine has one-I promise. With your right hand on the handwheel of your sewing (large
round wheel on the right of the machine), slowly turn the wheel clockwise. Doing this will move the uptake lever up and down so you can pass the thread around it easily. Stop turning the hand wheel as soon as the uptake lever is in the highest position. Now gently slide the thread into the uptake lever. Moving from the back of the machine towards
the from with your thread. This will make sure that the thread is in the correct place within the lever. After your thread has been pulled into the uptake lever, begin moving that thread down the cannel on the front of the sewing machine again and look for number 6. Almost done! Pass thread around the hook above the needle Now you're moving down
to the front of the machine. This is where you'll want to make sure you don't miss a step. So if your sewing machine looks a bit different from mine on the front, Make sure you look in the instruction book for your machine. (on most machines) Hook above the singer sewing machine needle Now you'll likely have one more small hook that that your
thread will rest behind before you thread your needle. This hook may be similar in size to the one above it, slightly smaller or look exactly the same. It will vary depending on your sewing machine make and model. Refer to the picture below to give you a general idea of what you'll want to look for when threading. Note: not all sewing machine will
have (2) hooks above the needle. But your sewing machine might. So it's something to look out for. Thread the sewing machine needle Be sure that when you are getting ready to thread your machine needle that your foot is NOT on the foot pedal. Now that you have passed the thread down the front of your sewing needle, it's time to thread the
needle. This is another step that may be a bit different depending on your machine. The thread will either pass through the needle from front to back, or from one side to the other side. Usually LEFT to RIGHT. I have machines that do both. Threading a needle from front to back. What it should look like once the needle is threaded. If the needle that is
in your sewing machine when you buy it is has the eye of the needle differently, you'll simply pass the thread through the side of the needle from LEFT to RIGHT. Pull the threads towards the back of the sewing machine Once your thread has been passed through your sewing machine needle, it should then pass through the slit or opening on your
sewing foot from front to back. When the thread is in place you should be able to pull it gently and have it pull freely and fairly easily. You have now just learned how to thread the upper part of your sewing machine. Let's move on to the final step. How to insert (load) a bobbin This is the last step in learning how to thread your sewing machine from
start to finish. Depending on your machine, this step may look completely different for you. Bobbins can load in different ways: from the lower FRONT of the machineLEFT lower side of the machineON TOP (like the one I'm demonstrating on) for this tutorial Again, if this is confusing, look in your manual. Hopefully, your sewing machines instruction
book will have good pictures to reference. You can also watch the video to watch that step for a couple of tips when doing this threading step. The video contains a timestamp in the description so you can skip right to this step. Singer thread bobbin Remove the bobbin cover. In order for your bobbin to be loaded into the bobbin cartridge correctly, you
first need to determine which way the bobbin needs to spin when unloading the thread (clockwise or counterclockwise). Most machines (unless using an older machine), are marked which direction the bobbin spins and how to properly thread the bobbin case. Once you have determined how which direction your bobbin needs to spin to sew properly,
you can do a quick test. Grab the bobbin in the center with your thumb and index finger. Gently pull the bobbin thread to see which way the bobbin is spinning (clockwise or counterclockwise). Once you have your bobbin spinning in the correct direction (as required by your machine make and model number), drop the bobbin gently into the bobbin
case. Now it's time to follow the guide on your machine and thread the bobbin case. Again, this will vary from machine to machine. TIP: to make threading the bobbin case easier, apply slight pressure to the top of the bobbin to keep it from spinning while threading. Now its time to replace the door to the bobbin case. With the door replaced to cover
the bobbin, its time to pull-up the bobbin thread. The last step to threading your singer sewing machine This is the last step to having your sewing machine fully threaded and being ready to sew. Hold some tension on the thread coming through the presser foot (upper thread). While holding that thread with your left hand, slowly begin to turn the
hand wheel on the right side of your sewing machine to lower the needle. When the needle lowers into the bobbin case, it should hook the thread and draw it back up. Gently pull the two threads out to meet and place them behind the presser foot. You have now successfully fully threaded your sewing machine. How do you thread a beginner sewing
machine? The machine I was using is a very good beginner sewing machine that is very easy to use. You can find that machine HERE. I personally used this machine for years before I felt like I needed to upgrade to something else. My daughter now uses this machine (she's 7) and she loves it as well. Thankfully the basics are very similar on most
home sewing machines. Once you've threaded one machine, you've threaded them all. It gets easier each time you do it. If you are still have questions, feel free to ask in the comments section below or try these other suggestions: Refer to the users manual that came with your sewing machine.Check YouTube for videos that pertain to your specific
make and model of sewing machine. Youtube is such a great resource for more visual learners (like myself). I did an entire detailed post covering the basic sewing tools every beginner needs. You can find that post HERE. I cover everything that will make your sewing journey easier and more enjoyable. I give tips on where to skimp and where to
splurge as well as the best sewing supplies for your buck. All the things I wished I would have known as a beginner. What else will be covered in the Learn to sew series? How to thread a bobbin and insert it into the bobbin caseBasic sewing essentials for beginnersHow to sew a button holeCreating a buttonhole without a button hole footHow to sew a
hemHow to make a ruffleThread tension basicsSewing machine basics: cleaning and maintenanceHow to sew a seamReading a sewing pattern We we also be making a few simple projects such as: I will also have a couple of other simple projects that are still in the works. Stay tuned! SHOP SEWING SUPPLIES FOR BEGINNERS Sewing machine
Thread Tape measure Scissors Sewing pins Iron Magnetic Seam Guide What are you the most excited to sew after completing the Learn To Sew Series? Sewing is a love and passion of mine. I adore spending my days and late evenings nestled up in my sewing room buried in piles of beautiful fabric and creating things. Funny Sewing Quote: I've been
on a quilted jacket kick lately. I'm having a lot of fun making them for myself and my kids. If you're looking for a really easy to beginner sewing project, check out my DIY fabric shawl tutorial, I even show you a bunch of ways to style it. You can find it HERE. Pin it! Well, this concludes the first post in the learn to sew series. Until next time sewing
friends. Happy Sewing! - Brie
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